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The aim of thi project is to develop a Travel Route Advisor, which 
apply Artificial Neural Network ANN). The ystem has the ability to 
predict the most efficient solution of the available routes. 
The first chapter is the introduction. It give an overview f the 
project. It describes the objectives scope and limitation of the project. 
Chapter 2 is for th literatur review. lt contains a re iew f tudies don 
in related fields. It includes some studies in artificial intelligence and 
artificial neural networks as well. 
Chapter 3 is about s stem methodology. It describes the steps taken 
to accomplish this project and de eloprnent method taken. Chapter 4 is for 
tern analysi , which c er the s t m requirements and the project 
'ch dul . ha ter i u ut t ·m d ign. 1t includes the design of the 
tern pr posed. It contain· the c re module of the ystem, namely 










hapter 6 is for the system implern ntation. It describ s the 
tran formation of the modul into programming code . Chapter 7 is for 
ystem te ting. Tests had been made to verify whether the system have 
met the requirements. The discussion chapter, which is chapter 8, contains 
the di cu ion n the re ult , the problem encountered, the solution taken 
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Chapter I : Introduction 
1.0CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION 
1. I Project Overview 
The aim f this project is t develop a. Travel R ute Advi or which 
apply Artificial Neural Network (ANN . The tern ha the ability to 
predict the most efficient solution of the available route . 
The system's main purpose is to generat the be t r ute for u er 
who are planning to travel by road, air or sea within Peninsular Malaysia. 
The solution generated by the system will consider such aspects a 
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1.2 Project Definition 
1.2.1 Current Paradigm's Weakness 
The similar systems available today are based on real-time 
operation. They have to analyze current situation before giving the 
solution to the users. The weaknesses of these systems are: 
1) They need the information of current ituation t come out with 
solutions. Of course they need agents to provide the input data. 
In the case of Traffic.corn, an on line sy tern that pro ide tra fie 
update for major cities of the USA, they are using speed 
sensors located at the roadsides to detect congestions for every 
60 seconds. They also ha e the traditional ways to collect 
information; using the helicopters and phone calls. It means a 
large amount of money ha e to be allocated for the system . 
.. ) The nl ' arn u e after the traffic jams occur. They could 
not predict the traffic ituation for the next hours or days. Users 
can't do their tra el planning with th y tern. 
Th nl fi u n r ad traffic. Jn the real ituation we might 
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1.2.2 Strength of Travel Route Advisor With ANN 
Travel Route Advisor with Artificial Neural Network (TRAANN) 
is a system that predicts the best route using the power of artificial neural 
network. They do the predicting job based on the information it have not 
reporting the situation like conventional ystern. he advantage of this 
system compared to others are: 
I) It doesn't need information on current traffic ituati n. The 
system are much more economical than the other since it don t 
need speed sensors, helicopters or ffort from the traffic 
watcher that surely not cheap. 
2) It predicts the most efficient route before any traffic 
congestions or incidents happens. It helps user to plan their 
travel wisely. 
3 This system is not only co ering the road ituation but it also 
c n ider the air and ea tran portation to come out with the 
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J .2.3 Project Limitation and Its Goal 
TRAANN may not give the best solution for the routes, but 
acceptable. It is because it does not consist enough parameters needed to 
pr diet the traffic situation. It is a project to prove that Artificial Neural 
Networks could be used to problems of thi kind. ven if it has enough 
parameters to deal with, it still, wiJI not give the real situation of the traffic 
since it only doing the predicting job, not r p rting the traffic ituation. 
The project will be consider d succe d if it could gi e rati nal 
solutions to users on how to travel within five cities of Peninsular 
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1.3 Project Objectives 
The objectives of this project are: 
1) To develop a system that advises users on travel routing 
which implement artificial neural network. 
2) To apply the concept of artificial neural network in 
prediction system to travel route advisor. 
3) o pr diet the most efficient route according to parameter 
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1.4 Project Scopes 
The project objectives of TRAANN are to develop a system that 
could advises users with the power of artificial neural network. Th 
artificial n ural network will give a solution based on the parameters that 
it hav . The parameter are: 
1. Distance betwe n cities by road, air and sea 
2. Time consumed for each route 
3. Cost for each route 
4. The origin cities and destination. 
Solutions will be figured out by evaluating these parameters. The 
artificial neural network will be trained to gi e the optimum values for 
each parameter so it will produce the best solution. 
The project will co er at least 5 major cities in Peninsular Malaysia 
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1.5 Report Outline 
The main purpose of this report is to state in full the processes 
involved in the development of TRAANN. The report consists of several 
chapters. 
The first chapter is the introduction. It gives an overview of the 
project. It covers project overview project definition, the bjective and 
project scopes. Project definition consists the current paradigm s weakness 
of similar system, the strengths of TRAANN, project limitation and 
project's goals. 
Chapter 2 is the literature review. It contains a critical review of 
studies done in related fields. Specifically it includes some studie in 
artificial intelligence and ANN as well as other artificial intelligence 
approaches relevant to this project. 
Chapter 3 is a chapter on stem analysis and design. It describes the 
development model chosen and steps taken to accomplish this project. The 
di cu ion of the tern r quirement the project schedule and 
preliminary design of the y t mare attached. 
The con lu: ion i . done in hapter 4 which is contains the summary 
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1.6 Summary 
Thi chapter gives the concept of the system. Briefly, it describes the 
aim, main purpose, current paradigm s weakness of similar system, the 
strengths of TRAANN, project limitation and proj ct' goals the 
objectives the copes and the outline for th report. 
The concept is, it will implement the artificial neural networks to 
generate the best solution to travel by air, r ad or sea within Penin ular 
Malaysia. It is generated by the artificial neural network, which w igh up 
parameters such as travel cost, time consumed and distance. 
The major advantage of TRAANN is it predicts the best route 
economically compared to the current available systems, which report the 
traffic situations. Though the solution given won t give the exact current 
situation as it is a routing system ba ed n prediction not from reports. 
TRAANN is considered achie ed its goal if it could predict the 
travel olution am ng fi e citie in P nin ular Malaysia rationally. 
Thi report will c n i t of eight chapt rs including the introduction, 
lite tur · re ic method log , s tern analy i , 
impl ·111 »uution, . ~I .m I ·stin • and di cussi n. 
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The next chapter will be the literature review, which contains 
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2.0CHAPTER II: LITERATURE REVIEW 
2. I Introduction 
Thi chapter reviews th related topics that have been studied. It 
cover the artificial intelligence and the approaches that might e used to 
develop the project. Then, the discussion is about the artificial neural 
network since the approach has been cho en to complete the syst m. n 
the last part, Malaysian transportation system will be reviewed to have the 
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2.2 Artificial Intelligence 
2.2.1 Definition 
According to John McCarthy, a pione r of AI whom suggested the 
name Artificial lntelligence at the 1956 conference, It artificial 
intelligence) is the science and engineering of making intelligent machine, 
sp cially intelligent computer programs. It is related to the similar task of 
using computers to understand human intelligence, but Artificial 
Intelligence does not have to confine itself to methods that are biologically 
observable." (McCarthy,2002) 
As a conclusion from the quote of John McCarthy we understand 
that artificial intelligence is a field of study that imitates hurnan's thinking 
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2.2.2 Artificial Intelligence Approaches Io Prediction System 
Two artificial intelligence approaches have been found which can be 
app1ied in the prediction system are the expert system and ANN. 
xpert ystem 
Definition 
An xpert y tern an artificial intelligence pr gram 
incorporating a knowledge base and an inference system. It is a highly 
specialized piece of software that attempts to duplicate the function of an 
expert in some field of expertise (Frenzel,1987). The program acts as an 
intelligent consultant or advisor in the domain of interest capturing 
knowledge of one or more experts. Non-experts can then tap the expert 
system to answer questions solve problems, and make decisions in the 
domain. 
Th · omponent · f pert stem 
1 h k • om n nt c irt s tern are th kn wledge ba e, the 
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The knowledge base is the place where the knowledge of the experts 
is stored. There are different methods for representing knowledge in the 
expert system. The designer can choose among predicate calculus, lists, 
frames, semantic networks, cripts and production rules. The knowledge 
can be acquires from two sources, the primary and the secondary. The 
primary source comes directly from the experts. The secondary source is 
from printed or electric materials such as the literatures web pag s, case 
studies etc. 
The inference engine is the software that implements a search and 
pattern-matching operation. We can say that the function of the inferenc 
engine is hypothesis proving. The inference engine uses the heuristic 
algorithm to search for the solution. The solution sometimes is not the best 
but it can solve the problem. 
The user interface is software that lets the users communicate with 
the system. The user interface asks questions or presents menu choices for 
entering initial inf rmation in the database. The u er interface contains 
planned question , tatement or menu equence . It helps the experts 
c pe b logical deduction. Then it displays the 
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2.3 Artificial Neural Networks 
2.3.l Definition 
According to W.S. Sarle "There is no universally accepted 
definition of an artificial neural network. But perhap most people in the 
field would agree that a neural network of many simple proce sor 
("units"), each possibly having a small amount of local memory. The units 
are connected by communication channels ("connections ) which usually 
carry numeric (as opposed to symbolic) data, encoded by any of various 
means. The units operate only on their local data and on the input they 
receive via the connections. The restriction to local operations is often 
relaxed during training.' (WS Sar le) 
Artificial neural networks ha e been de eloped as generalizations of 
mathematical models of human neural biology, based on the assumption 
that: 
1. Informati n 
called n ur n . 
2. ignal are pa ed between neur ns over connection links. 
Eu h .ounc ti n link ha an a iated weight, which in a 
sing happen at many simple elements 
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4. Each neuron applies an activation function to its net input to 
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2.3.2 Biology Neural Network 
A brief discussion of some features of biological neurons may help 
clarifying the most important characteristics of artificial neuron. There is a 
close analogy between the structure of a biological neuron and the 
artificial neuron or processing element. 
A biological neurons has three types of components : 
1 . Dendrites 
2. Cell body I soma 
3. Axon 
Dendrites receive electric impulse signals from other neurons. The 
signals are transmitted across a synaptic gap by a chemical process. The 
cell body or soma, sums the incoming signals. When sufficient input 
received, the cell fires. It transmits a signal over its axon to other cells. A 
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Dendrites 
!'\ 
" 1· .1 • -·--~J 
Axon .. _ 
Cell body 
Figure 2. l Biological neuron 
Several features of the processing elements of artificial neural 
networks are suggested by these properties of biological neurons 
(Fausette, 1994 ): 
1. The processing elements recei es many signals. 
2. Signals may be modified by a weight at the receiving synapse. 
3. The processing element sums the weighted inputs. 
4. nder appr priate circum tanc (sufficient input) the neuron 
tran mil a single utput. 
~I he utput fr m a particular neuron may go to many other 
fl 'Uf(HlS. 
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7. Memory is distributed : 
a. Long term memory - m the neurons' synapses or 
weights. 
b. Short-term memory - signal sent to the neurons. 
8. A synapse's strength may be modified by experience. 
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2.3.3 The Characters of The ANN 
A neural network consists of a large number of simple processing 
elements called neurons unit, cell or nodes. Each neuron is connected to 
other neurons by means of directed communication links each with an 
associated weight. The weights repre ent information being u ed by the 
net to solve the problem. 
ach neuron has an internal stat , called its activation or activity 
level. It is a function of the inputs it has received. A neur n can end nl 
one signal at a time, although that signal is broadcast to several other 
neurons. 
A neural network is characterized by: 
1. Architecture - pattern of connections between the neurons. 
2. Training algorithm-methods of determining weight on the 
connections 
3. Activation function 
Ar nitecture 
Th architc tu r the patt m f c nn cti ns between the neuron 
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the direction of connection and the value of the weighted connections. The 
steps to determine the pattern of connectivity are: 
I. System designer specifies which units are connected and which 
direction. 
2. The weight value are learnt during a training phase. 
Training algorithm 
The method of setting the values of the weights (training) is an important 
characteristic of different neural nets. We will discuss two types of 
training - supervised and unsupervised - for a neural network. 
Supervised learning 
In this mode of training, training is accomplished by presenting a 
sequence of training vectors or patterns, each with associated target output 
vector. The weights are then adjusted according to a learning algorithm to 
minimize error . Thi type of I arning is similar to teachers learning. The 
teacher may be training et of data or being an observer who grades the 
perf rmance f the tuden . Reinf re ment will b given to help the 
tud int . 
Th · t 1~ s th !t utlu le 'or . up r i red learning include decision- 
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Un up rvi ed learning 
In this mode of training a sequence of input vectors is provided, 
but no target vectors are specified. The net modifies the weights so that the 
similar input vectors are assigned to the same output unit. he neural net 
will produce a representative vector for each cluster formed. The daily 
example for unsupervised learning is learning by doing without a teacher. 
Unsupervised learning is not well und r tood and is still the 
subject of much research. It is a great interest to the government of big 
countries, because many military situations don't ha e a data set available 
until a conflict arises. Supervised learning technique on the other hand, 
has achieved a reputation for producing good result in practice and 
applications. 
Activation function 
Activation function refer to the basic operation of an artificial 
neuron involve summing its weighted input signal and applying an 
output. F r the in ut unit , thi functi n i the identity function. Typically, 
the rune acti ati n function i u ed for all neurons in any particular layer 
of a neurul net, although thi i not required. Jn most ca es, a nonlinear 
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2.3.4 Neural Network's Capabilities 
Below are the example ranges from commercial successes to areas 
of active research of the neural network. 
Signal processing 
One of the first commercial applications was to suppress noise on a 
telephone line. The neural net used for this purpose is a form of 
ADALINE (Adaptive Linear Elements). The need for adaptive echo 
cancellers has become more pressing with the development of 
transcontinental satellite links for long distance telephone circuits. The 
adaptive noise cancellation idea is quite simple. At the end of a long 
distance line, the incoming signal is applied to both the telephone system 
component and the adaptive filter (the ADALINE type of neural net). The 
difference between the output of the hybrid and the output of the 
ADALINE is the error. lt is then used to adjust the weights on ADALINE. 
The ADALINE i trained to remove the noise from the hybrid's output 
igna I. 
ontrol 
As 1111 e nmplc r th apph .ation of the neural networks to control 
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provide steering directions to a trailer truck attempting to back up to a 
loading dock. The neural net i able to learn how to steer the truck in order 
for the trailer to reach the dock, starting with the truck and trailer in any 
initial configuration that allows enough clearance for a solution to be 
possible. 
Pattern recognition 
One specific area m which neural network applications have been 
developed is the automatic recognition of handwritten character . he 
variation in sizes, positions, and styles of writing make this a difficult 
problem for traditional techniques. 
Medicine 
One of many example of the application of neural networks to medicine 
was an application call d Instant Physician . The idea behind this 
application i to train an auto associative memory neural network to store 
a large num er f medical rec rd including information on symptoms, 
diagn i and treatrn nt for a particular case. After training, the net can be 
pre .ent ·d with input c n L tin l of a set of mptorns; it will then find the 
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Prediction 
A very common problem is that predicting value of a variable given 
historic value of it. . conomic and meteorological models spring to mind. 
Neural networks have frequently been shown to out perform traditional 
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2.3.5 Competitive network 
The neurons in a competitive layer distribute themselves to 
recognize frequently presented input vectors. 
Architecture 





Figure 2.2: The architecture for a competitive network. 
The [di ti b in thi · figure accept th input vector p and the input 
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elements are the negative of the distances between the input vector and 
vectors iIWl, 1 formed from the rows of the input weight matrix. 
The net input n 1 of a competitive layer is computed by finding the 
negative distance between input vector p and the weight vectors and 
adding the biases b. If all biases are zero, the maximum net input a neuron 
can have is 0. This occurs when the input vector p equal that neuron's 
weight vector. 
The competitive transfer function accepts a net input vector for a 
layer and returns neuron outputs of 0 for all neurons except for the winner, 
the neuron associated with the most positive element of net input n l. The 
winner's output is 1. If all biases are 0, then the neuron whose weight 
vector is closest to the input vector has the least negative net input and, 
therefore, wins the competition to output a 1. 
The competitive with unsupervised learning net had been chosen 
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2.4 Malaysian Transportation System 
Malaysian transportation is developing rapidly day by day. 
Malaysian major transportation includes transportation by road, railway, 
air and sea. The new integrated public transport system is expected to 
alleviate traffic congestion problem in the city and provide a more 
efficient transportation system for the public. 
2.4.1 Road 
In this region, Malaysian roads are among the best. Driving 
through the North-South Highway on the West Coast or through the East- 
West Highway on the east coast could make journey to Malaysia from 
Thailand and Singapore. Many other highways are connecting places in 
Malaysia especially in Klang Valley and West Coast of Peninsular 
Malaysia. The include KESAS highway SPRJNT highway Kerinchi 
ink and the new-ele ated PR LINTA highwa . Buses taxis and rent 
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2.4.2 Railway 
The railway runs all the way into Singapore in the south and to 
Padang Besar in the north, at the Thai-Malaysian border. There is also an 
eastern link that takes to the East Coast states of the PeninsulaCommuters 
are also able to travel between Sentul Timur, Ampang and the National 
Stadium Bukit Jalil via the ST AR-LRT line, and between Lem bah Subang 
and Gombak using PUTRA-LRT line or from Klang Valley to Rawang 
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2.4.3 Air 
Figure 2.4 Malaysian airway map. 
Numerous regional airports in 13 state capitals as well is in other 
strategic locations serve Malaysia. Penang, Langkawi, Alor Setar, Ipoh, 
Kota Baru, Kuala Terengganu Kuantan, Johor Bahru, Kuching, Kota 
inabalu ·1 uan, a au. and andakan.could be connected from Kuala 
urnpur dail air. Airline companies al o serve the community by 
op ·r tin ' man .ervt .es in omc f Mala ia' rem te towns and villages 
·. I · ·rnlJy in North om o. Thi, servi ·s are provided by local airline 
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2.4.4 Sea I water 
Sea transportation is an alternative way to travel in Malaysia. Ferries 
serve most of the country's islands. Other towns like Malacca, Port Klang, 
Penang and Kuantan also could be reached by sea. Water transportation is 
used by and large in remote area in Sabah and Sarawak as there are no 
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2.5 Summary 
The chapter contains the review of the related studied field. 
Artificial intelligence approach has been chosen to develop the system. 
Then, the artificial neural network has been chosen rather than the expert 
system for the system's orientation. Among the types of the neural 
networks, competitive net with unsupervised learning rule had been 
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3.0CHAPTER III: METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter explain the research approaches taken during the 
system development. It also discusses the system development life cycle 
chosen to complete the system. 
3.2 Research Method 
There are 4 major types of resources referred to carry out the 
research including the library the Internet, individuals and personal books 
or lecture notes. 
3.2.1 Library 
References had been done in the library to give a clear 
comprehension on ANN the ANN approaches taken to solve similar 
problems and to gain knowledge on researches done by the ANN's 
pioneers. There are al o a number of projects related to ANN developed 
by the computer cience and engineering students that helped to create 
new elution to complet this pr ~ect. The reference had been done in 
l ni crsit M &In 11' · Muin 1 ibrary th faculty's document room and 
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3.2.2 Internet 
The Internet is one of the major resources to gain information. 
Information gathered from the Internet includes the information on 
currently available traffic routing system, traveling information and 
programming techniques. The traveling information includes distances 
from each city in Peninsular Malaysia, available transportation services, 
fares and estimated time for each route. 
3.2.3 Individuals 
Some individuals had been referred to gain the personal knowledge 
on their fields of interest. Mostly the knowledge is gained from the 
lecturers, tutor, friends and there about the concept of ANN, the project 
development, and some on the transportation information. 
3.2.4 Personal books and lecture notes 
Personal books and lecture notes are referred to review some 
knowledge that helps on the development of the system. They include the 
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3.3 System Development Life Cycle 
The waterfall model with prototyping has been chosen as the 
development process model to complete the system. Discussion on two 
models, which inspired the waterfall with prototyping; the waterfalJ model 
and the prototyping model, will be discussed first. 
Waterfall Model 
The advantages of using waterfall model for this project is: 
• It is useful in helping system designer to lay out what he/she needs 
to do in the project. This model presents a very high level view of 
what goes on during development. 
• It suggest the sequence of events that system designer should 
expect to encounter. 
While the advantage of using this development model is : 
• It does not reflect the way code is really developed except for very 
well understood problems. A s stem is usually developed with a 
great deal fit ration. 
onclur ion: lnfl ible partitioning of the project into these distinct stages. 
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Prototyping Model 
The superior of the prototyping model is: 
• It is an approach where a simple running program will be 
developed first, modified and changed to suit the objective and 
target. 
Although, the feature that not suitable for the project is 
• lt is more suitable for the system, which is needed to be developed 
and use urgently. 
Conclusion: Problem with prototyping model is in planning, costing & 
estimating a project. Although the project can be developed faster, but it is 
outside of the system developer' experience. 
Waterfall Model with Prototyping 
The advantages of using waterfall model with prototyping method 
compared to other model are: 
• It combine the advantages of some other models, the waterfall 
m del and the pr totyping model. 
• ttcr · luti n f r the pr I .m that ccur n their own. 
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• System prototype can be developed to give end udders a concrete 
impression of the system capability. The prototype may therefore 
help in establishing & validating systems requirements. 
• Validation and verification are enabled. Validation will ensures 
that the system has implemented all the requirements, so that each 
system's function can be traced back to a particular requirement in 
the specification. Verification will ensure that each function works 
correctly. It is made in order to get the high quality of the 
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3.3.1 Analysis 
This is the first phase in the system development. This is a 
critical phase and the success of a system is mainly depends on this 
phase. The main purpose of this phase is to understand the 
proposed system according to users requirements.(Gordon, 1995) 
3.3.2 Design 
The design phase is where identified requirements are 
translated to system representative. Collected information will be 
used to develop system's logical design. (Kendal I, 1998) 
3.3.3 Coding 
This is the phase which translation and implementation of 
system's design representative to programming syntax took place. 
(Kendall 1998) 
3.3.4 Testing 
Thi i an imp rtant phase to ensure the quality of the 
ystem that will e d veloped is sati fying the user's requirements, 
and i i ntl fun tional. 'he pecification, design and system 
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validation process will be done. This phase is considered success 
when the system functions well. (Kendall,1998) 
3.3.5 Implementation 
The developed system will be implemented in hardware 
and software environment that will be used. The whole system will 
be tested to ensure the system run without error. (Kendall, 1998) 
3.3.6 Operation and Maintenance 
This is the final phase of the system developm nt proce s. 
The maintenance of the system will be done constantly. 
Observations and modification will be done currently to ensure the 
developed system really satisfying. (Kendall 1998) 
3.3.7 Project Schedule 
Table 3.1 shows the project schedule for the system while 
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Literature review 1/6/2002 10/7/2002 
System analysis 1/6/2002 10/7/2002 
Methodology ] 1/7/2002 20/8/2002 
System Design 21/8/2002 31/9/2002 
Phase II 271512002 15/10/2002 
System design l/10/2002 20/10/2002 
Coding 21/10/2002 20/12/2002 
System testing 21/12/2002 31/1/2003 
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3.4 Summary 
This chapter describes the research methods and the system 
development life cycle. The research has been done from four resources, 
which are the library, the Internet, discussions with the related personals 
of their interests and book or lecture notes. 
Three system development life cycle models have been discussed. 
They are waterfall model, prototyping model and waterfall with 
prototyping model which is the hybrid of two model discussed earlier. A 
the waterfall model with prototyping combines the advantages of waterfall 
model and prototyping model, it has been chosen as the system 
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4.0CHAPTER IV: SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes all of the requirements needed for the system 
development. It consists of functional requirements, non-functional 
requirements and development requirements. The development 
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4.2 Functional Requirements- 
The functional requirements consist of a set of tasks that the 
software is required to perform. From this requirement list, a guideline on 
the overall layout of the software can be planned. The functional 
requirements defined for this system are: 
4.2.1 Able to predicts the most efficient route by air, sea and 
road. 
The system has the ability to predict the most efficient solution of 
the available routes. The solution generated by the sy tern will 
consider such aspects as distance, time consumed and cost. 
4.2.2 Able to accepts and stores distances, travel times and costs 
as its parameters. 
The system has the ability to store distances, travel times and costs 
in the databa e a its parameters. The parameters also should be 
editable from time to time to meet the changes on the parameters 
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4.2.3 Functional Requirements Modules 
The functional requirements are broken into sub-components or 
modules. The e modules taken together represent the actual whole 
software package. Thes modules are : 
Database 
The database is where the information on distance, time consumed 
and cost for every route are stored. It send the traveling data to the ANN 
for the learning purpose. 
ANN 
The neural networks recei e the parameters as the input from 
database module. It will count the parameters and send an output, to 
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Graphic User Interface (GUI) 
1 module will rec ive a query from user. The input will be the 
origin place and the d stination that user would like to go. The module 
then sends a query to the ANN to seek for the relevant data. If the 
information i there. it will send the solution from the ANN. The solution 
given is in nwneric form. This module then translates it to either traveling 
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4.3 Non Functional Requirements 
Non-functional requirements refer to functions that are essential but 
which are not directly related to the core function. For TRAANN, the non- 
functional requirements defined are: 
4.3.1 User-friendly interface. 
The interface of the system will b made as us r friendly as 
possible. The interface will be specially modeled for ease of learning. The 
concept of ease of learning is that a user will not be using this software 
often (like office software) and therefore will not be able to memorize the 
functions of too much buttons or complex navigation. Its goal will be to 
make the software's functions easy to recognize with visual cues. This is 
slightly different from ease of use where the goal is to make completing 
easy and fast. Ease of use includes a lot of features that allow work to be 
done as quick as possible but at the expense of being complex. Some of 
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4.3.2 Response Time 
Respons time involves the time it takes from the computer 
processing the user's request. The goal of this is analysis is to determine 
the best compromise between features and the time it takes for something 
to happen. 
4.3.3 Reliability 
The system must be made stable on the target operating system 
specifications 
4.3.4 Efficiency 
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4. 4 System Development Requirements 
The functional requirements consist of a set of tasks that the software is 
required to perform. The requirement is divided into two component; the 
hardware requirements and the software requirements. 
4.4.1 Hardware Requirements 
The hardware requirement of the system is as follows: 
• 233 MHz microprocessor (any type) 
• 128 MB RAM 
• 4 GB Hard Disk Drive 
• Standard PC device (CD-ROM, Floppy Drive etc) 
The hardware requirement is based on the mrrumum 
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4.4.2 Software Requirements 
4.4.2.1 MATLAB 6.1 
MATLAB is a software package that is powerful in numeric 
computation, data analysis and graphics. It is a programming language that 
is capable of performing a wide variety of engineering computation. 
MATLAB is stands for 'MA Trix LABoratory'. With its- matrix-bas d 
techniques problems can be solve easily without having to write detailed 
program codes as in traditional languages like , Basic and Fortran. Under 
its easy to use environment, MATLAB has the capability to perform 
numerical analysis, matrix computation, signal processing, and plant 
control. There are two elements of MATLAB that are used for the 
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MATLAB Neural Network Toolbox (NNT) 
The MATLAB Neural Network Toolbox is an all-purpose neural 
n twork environment. It is a powerful tool in creating neural network as it 
includes almost everything for the neural network environment purpose. It 
also include high level network in the toolbox. 
Graphical User Interface Design Environment (GUIDE) 
GUIDE which stands for Graphical User Interface Development 
Environment is a set of MATLAB tools designed to make building GUls 
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4.5 Summary 
The requirements needed for the system development consists of 
functional requirements, non-functional requirements and development 
requirements. The development requirements include both hardware and 
software requir ments. 
There are two functional requirements decided for the system. It 
hould have the ability to predict the most efficient route by air, sea and 
road, and it should be able to accept and stores distances, travel time and 
costs as its parameters. The functional requirements are broken into three 
modules. There are the database, ANN and GUI module. 
The non-functional requirements aimed for the system includes 
user-friendly interface, quick response time, reliable and efficiency. 
The system development requires a personal computer with 
minimum specification needed to run MATLAB as it is the software used 
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5.0CHAPTER V: SYSTEM DESIGN 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes the components of the system, 
which hold the pecific functions that should be done by the 
system. It involves the system design overview, major components 
of the system and the data flow of the system. 
This chapter also describes how the components are joined 
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Travel Route Advisor with artificial Neural Networks is a system 
d signed to generate the best solution or route. The functions of the 
ystem are: 
1. Receive the information on distance, time consumed and cost 
from the database. 
2. ANN analyzes the parameters. 
3. Sav the solution in a file. 
4. Receive query (origin cities and destination) from the user. 
5. Display the solution. 
There are three components that work together to achieve the 
system's functions as stated above. The components are the database, the 
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5.2.l Database 
The ANN module functions to store the information on 
transportation such as the distances betw en cities, fares and time 
consumed for each route; air, road and sea. Using this information, the 
ANN runs to make solution for the best route. 
The database is where the information on distance, time consumed 
and cost for every route are stored. It will keep the numerical data in the 
form of matrices. The ANN will access these data as the parameters. 
The traveling fare data that will be used for the parameters are 
referred to Malaysian Airlines for air route, bus fare for road route and any 
various cruise and ferry fare for sea route. 
This module is the back-end system for TRAANN. It will not be 















ANN ... ... ... ... 
... - 
Result 
Figure 5.2: ANN design for TRAANN 
5.2.2 ANN 
The neural networks receive the parameters from the database. It 
will count the parameters and send numeric output to represent the 
solution, whether to travel by air, road or sea. 
The results is stored is an . m type file. It receives the numeric 
solution given by the ANN learning. There are 10 numeric values to 
repre ent the olution routes. Th numeric solutions are stored in a IO x 1 
matrix. 
• h nurn iric d ta t red will be accessed by the graphic 
u: · ·r inl ·1f1 • • to t · displu ed later. ~I he I to di play the solution will 
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Competitive network is chosen as the ANN type for the Travel 
Route Advisor. 
This module is the back-end system for TRAANN. It will not be 
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5.2.3 Graphic User Interface (GUI) 
GUl is the only module of TRAANN that visible to the end user. 
The module accesses the file that contains the solutions stored by the ANN 
processing module. The solutions received are in numeric form. The GUI 
module then transfers them into texts so for th users viewing. 
The interface consists of two pop menus for the lists of departure 
and destination cities a text box to display the route suggestions, the Enter 
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•) TRAl-WN: Houtie: Sug . sticJ[;I .:JDJ..~j 
I. Travel Route Advisor with 





Please select departure and destination city then click Enter. 
Enter Clear 
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5.3 Data flow of TRAANN 
Travel information 
in matrices. Database 
Solutions in 
numeric value 
The data fl w f TRAANN tart from the database where it keeps 
ANN 
Suggestions in text 
information on tra eling within 5 cities· Penang, Kuala Terengganu, 
GTTT 
Figure 5.4: Data flow diagram for TRAANN 
Kuantan, uala umpur and Joh r Bahru, in 10 matrices. lt consists the 
information on di nance , time c nsurne and fares between each cities and 
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Then, the ANN for the learning process will access the data. The 
process then returns a value, which represents the solution for the travel 
m thod; either by air, by road or by sea. 
The results then saved in a file in matrices form. There are 10 
matrices altogether, each matrix for a route, as example from Penang to 
Kuala Lumpur or from Terengganu to Johar Bahru. 
Finally the GUf then accesses the numeric value of results. It 
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5.4 Summary 
This chapter described the system design of TRAANN. The 
description includes the system design overview and the data flow of the 
sy tem. 
The sy tern design overview elaborate the main modules of 
TRAANN. The main modules of the system namely the database, ANN 
module and graphic user interface. very module has their own functions 
to run the system. The database contains the traveling information. The 
ANN processing module runs the ANN to generate the solution and saved 
in the result storage. The GUI interact the system with the user. 
The data flow of the system start from the data.base where the 
information on travels is kept. The data the transferred to the ANN as the 
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6.0CHAPTER VI : SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 
6.1 Introduction 
This chapter shows the development of the system. It refers to the 
transformation process of modules and algorithms into executable 
computer commands. 
The computer command is in MATLAB as it is the program that had 
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6.2 System Development Discussions 
6.2.1 The System Design Discussions 
Database ~ ANN .. 
, r 
GUI 
Figure 6.1: Overview of Travel Route Advisor with Artificial Neural 
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6.2.2 The Development Of The Database 
The database contains data on distances between cities, fare rates, 
and time consumed for each route on each destination. The data is stored 
in matrices. 
As an example, Table 6.1 shows the traveling data from Kuantan 
to Kuala Lumpur. There is no sea transportation for connecting these two 
cities. 
Table 6. 1: Traveling Data from Kuantan to Kuala Lumpur 




Route Q) o r:: .s ] ro ~ ] ro rn ~ 
i5 ·- Q) ·- Q) < 0 --< 0 ~ en ~ en 
Kuantan- 
274 112 14.2 - 0.7 3 - 
Kuala Lumpur 
A 4 2 rnatri repre ent the travel information as shown in figure 
6.2. ach element in the rnatri repre ent a travel data. The value -1 
lo · tied in s u for· and sea tra '' time mark that there is n sea 
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Figure 6.2) does not represent any value. lt only placed to complete the 
matrix's element. 
cl i sta n C.P. 
travel time by: 
\ i I 
p = [274 112 14.2-1; 0 40 3 -l] 
airfu~ I i \ 
road fare sea fare null value 
Figure 6.2: Travel data representation in a matrix 
After each declaration of variable p, the module calls the function 
ann.m to activate the ANN simulation using the parameters. The function 
is called by the command: 
R 8) = ann(p) 
R 8) refer to the location of the element where the solution will be 
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6.2.3 The Development of The ANN 
This part describes the development process of the ANN. It 
includes the ANN type chosen, the programming tools chosen, the main 
objective of the ANN and the implementation of the ANN. 
6.2.3.l The ANN Type Chosen 
Two layers competitive network had been used for the neural 
network architecture. Jt is because the ability of the competitive neural 
network's neurons in learning to recognize groups of similar input vectors. 
It also has the ability to select a winner among the parameters given. It is 
the important property of a neural network that TRAANN needed, as it 
has to generate the best route as the winner among others. 
The network will learn itself with the unsupervised learning rules. 
Using the unsupervised learning rules, it is not a necessary to give a target 
and supervise the neural networks' performance. The neurons train 
themselves as training by doing. The neurons of competitive networks 
learn to recognize gr ups of imilar input vectors and set a method on how 
to manipulate th im to produce the utpul. 
Fo th· ·ompcliti " network, it u e random order incremental 
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learning rules with incremental updates after each presentation of an input 
and the inputs are presented in random order. (MATLAB Help,2001) 
6.2.3.2 The Programming Tool Chosen 
MATLAB has been chosen as the programming tool for the 
project. It is because MATLAB has the Neural Network Toolbox 
integrated in the program. The Neural Network Toolbox has all the 
functions and the properties of the ANN needed. 
6.2.3.3 The Objective of The ANN 
The objective of the ANN chosen is to generate the best route as 
the winner using the parameters given. The parameters help the ANN as 
the information it needs to judge to produce the best route among others. 
6.2.3.4 The Implementation Of The ANN 
The ANN is developed a a function named ann.m. The database 
module will calJ thi · function after each declaration of parameters for each 
route. 
As on urn I , alt r d • taring the Kuantan t Kuala umpur 
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ann.m function. The ann.m function receives matrix p, as the parameter to 
run the ANN. The process will be repeated for every parameter, from the 
first to the last. 
After receiving the parameter, the ANN function create a new 
competitive two-neuron layer with two input elements using the 
command: 
net= newc([O 1; 0 1 ],2) 
Then, it initializes the weights to the center of the input ranges. 
The weight initialized will be the initial weight it uses. It will be increased 
or decreased by the ANN to suit the parameters. The initialization of the 
weight use the command : 
wts = net.IW { 1, 1} 
The ANN modules then set the network for training while the 
system developer sets the value of the epoch. The 300 epochs time has 
been chosen as it shows the stability of the result when reaching this point 
and above. As it reached the constancy the larger value of epochs are not 
neces ary a it increa e the timer pon e of the stem. The command to 
et the netw rk training i represented by: 
nct.trainPararn.cpoch - 300 
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5 
4 




0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 
Epoch 
--·~;....,_~~~~~~~~"7"""'~~:--~--:~~~~~~--.~ 
Figure 6.3: Learning result up to 500 epochs 
The ANN module then set the training function for competitive 
networks with the command: 
net. trainFcn 
After the original vectors as the input to the network is provided, 
the ANN module simulat the network and convert its output vectors to 
clas indices. The command are: 
a=imnetp 
ac c 2ind a 
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The results from the ANN simulation is sent to a .mat file named 
result.m. They are sent to this file by the command: 
save result R 
The file stores the solution in a 10 x 1 matrix. As the example, 
R = [ 5 6 6 6 7 7 6 6 5 6 ], 
where each element represent the solution generated by the ANN for each 
route. 
The matrix then accessed by the GUl module to display the 
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6.2.4 The Development of Graphic User Interface 
The graphic user interface of the system is developed using the 
Graphic User Interface Development Environment (GUIDE) provided in 
MATLAB. GUIDE will generate its source code in an .m file while the 
developer's part is as easy as drag and drop the elements such as the scroll 
bar, button and text then writing the source code for the callback function 
of the elements. 
The graphic user interface of the system contains two list boxes; 
each for the departing location and destination, two push button, each to 
display the solution and to wipe out the display and an edit text column to 
display the solution suggested by the system. 
It main tasks is receive user inputs of departure and destination 
cities, and converting the numeric value passed by the ANN into 
understandable text for user viewing. Table 6.2 shows the text 
representation of the numeric value for the GUl. 
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Figure 6.4: Graphic User Interface Development Environment 
Table 6.2: Text Representation of Numeric Value 
Numeric value from the Representation of text form 
ANN displayed by GUI 
5 By Air 
6 By Road 
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6.3 Summary 
This chapter discussed the system development process. lt includes 
the development of the database, the development of the ANN and the 
development of the GUT. 
The development of the ANN is the main discussion of this chapter. 
It includes the ANN type chosen, the programming tools chosen, the main 
objective of the ANN and the implementation of the ANN. 
The competitive neural network is the type of the ANN that had 
been chosen for the system. The development of the ANN will be using 
the MATLAB Neural Network Toolbox. The ANN is developed to 
generate solution on the best route to travel with information given on 
travel distances, fares and time taken for each route. The implementation 
shows on how the proposed ANN had being implemented to the system 
using MATLAB commands. 
The development of the GUI is based on the Graphic User Interface 
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7.0CHAPTER IV: SYSTEM TESTING 
7.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes whether the system developed meets the 
functional requirements and specification predetermined for the system. 
7.2 Functional Testing of Each Functional Module 
7.2.1 Database Testing 
The functions that should be done by the database are: 
1. Send parameters to ANN for learning 
2. Send result matrix to result.mat 
Send parameters to ANN for learning 
Before the ANN learning take place, the database should send the 
data needed by the ANN as the parameter. Table 7.2 shows whether the 
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Table 7.1 : Comparison between data stored in database and data 
received by the ANN 
Data stored in <ll B Data received by the ANN ~ ;j database 
0 Cl) 
~ 
1 [826 -l 45.4 -1; 826.0000 -l.0000 45.4000 -l.0000 OK 
0-] 11.8-1] 0 -1.0000 11.8000 -1.0000 
2 [609 269 33.5 -1. 609.0000 269.0000 33.5000 -1.0000 OK 
0 0.75 6.8 -1] 0 0.7500 6.8000 -l.0000 
3 [382 158 22.7 590; 382.0000 158.0000 22.7000 590.0000 OK 
0 0.75 4.2 8] 0 0.7500 4.2000 8.0000 
4 [747 270 41 1070; l.Oe+003 * 0.7470 0.2700 0.0410 OK 
018.316] 1.0700 
0 0.0010 0.0083 0.0160 
5 [219 -1 12 -1 ; 219.0000 -1.0000 12.0000 -1.0000 OK 
0-1 2.5 -1] 0 -l.0000 2.5000 -l.0000 
6 [491 158 25 -1; 491 158 25 -1 OK 
0 45 7 -1] 0 45 7 -1 
7 [540 226 29.7-1; 540.0000 226.0000 29.7000 -1.0000 OK 
0 0.8 7.8 -1] 0 0.8000 7.8000 -1.0000 
8 [274 112 14.2-)· 274.0000 112.0000 14.2000 -1.0000 OK 
0 40 3 -1) 0 40.0000 3.0000 -1.0000 
9 (320 -1 17.6 -I· 20.0000 -l.0000 17.6000 -1.0000 OK 
0-13.6-1] 0 -1.0000 3. 6000 -1. 0000 
JO (3 5 141 20.2 590• 365.0000 141.0000 20.2000 590.0000 OK 
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The result shows that the data stored in database and the data 
received by the ANN is identical. Even there are some differences in the 
numbers of decimal points; they do not affect the value of the data. 
Send result matrix to result.mat 
The next test is to identify whether the module could send the 
result generated by the ANN in matrix form to result.mat file, the file that 
keeps the ANN generated solutions. 
Table 7.2 : Comparison between generated by the ANN and data stored in 
result.mat file 
Result generated by the Data stored in result.mat file Status ANN 
[5 6 6 6 5 [5 6 6 6 5 
7 6 6 7 6] 7 6 6 7 6] Success 
Table 7.2 shows the data stored in result.mat file are as the same as 
the data generated by the ANN. 
From the te ts that have b en done, they show that the database 
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7.2.2 ANN Module Testing 
The function that should be done by the ANN module is to recognize 
the parameters given and simulates them to generate the best solution for 
each route. 
Table 7.3 shows the results of the overall ANN testing to identify 
any defect during the ANN learning process. 
From the results, it clearly shows that the ANN is able to generate 
routes as the solution. The discussion whether the solution it simulates can 
be determined as the best solution or not will be discussed when all of the 
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Table 7.3 : ANN Module Testing Result 
Route Result Status 
Penang <-> K Terengganu 5 Success 
Penang <-> Kuantan 6 Success 
Penang <-> K Lumpur 6 Success 
Penang <-> Johor Bahru 6 Succes 
K Terengganu <-> Kuantan 5 Succe 
K Terengganu <-> K Lumpur 6 Success 
K Terengganu <-> I Bahru 6 Success 
Kuantan <-> K Lumpur 6 Success 
Kuantan <-> I Bahru 7 Success 
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7.2.3 GU] Testing 
The GUI functions to interact with the users using the 
understandable representations of text. It receives the preferred departure 
and destination cities from the users. Then, it converts the related numeric 
value of solutions generated by the ANN to texts. 
Table 7.4 shows the GUJ test to check whether it could convert the 
numeric value from the ANN to a text form that understandable by users. 
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Table 7.4: GUI Testing For Numeric Representation of Solution 
Numeric Text 
Route (From (Converted Status 
ANN) by GUI) 
Penang <-> K Terengganu 5 By Road Success 
Penang <-> Kuantan 6 By Air Success 
Penang <-> K Lumpur 6 By Air uccess 
Penang <-> Johor Bahru 6 By Air uccess 
K Terengganu <-> Kuantan 5 By Road Succe 
K Terengganu <-> K Lumpur 6 By Air Success 
K Terengganu <-> J Bahru 6 By Air Success 
Kuantan <-> K Lumpur 6 By Air Success 
Kuantan <-> J Bahru 7 By Sea Success 
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7.3 Summary 
From a series of test that had been done to the system, it proved that 
the system had meet the requirements defined. Even it is hard to evaluate 
whether the resuJts it generate are the best route or not, as there are many 
factors to put into account for (e.g. limited time, money constraints), we 
noticed that the results it generates are reasonable. 
For an example, the Penang to Terengganu or vice versa route. The 
solution 'By Road' that it generates is considered the best route since there 
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8.0CHAPTER VIII: DISCUSSION 
8.1 Introduction 
This chapter discusses the gathered results from the tests done in the 
previous chapter, the problem encountered, the solution taken, the 
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8.2 Results 
The tests done in the previous chapter proved that the system meet 
the functional requirements defined during the system development. All of 
the modules namely the database, the ANN and the GUI module work 
successfully. 
As a revision the objectives of the system are: 
1) To develop a system that advises users on travel routing 
which implement artificial neural network. 
2) To apply the concept of artificial neural network m 
prediction system to travel route advisor. 
3) To predict the most efficient route according to parameters 
like distance, time consumed and cost. 
From the results on the last chapter, it is likely to say that the 
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8.3 Problems Encountered and Solutions Taken 
Many problems had been encountered during the development of the 
project. Steps have been taken in solving the problems. The major 
problems encountered and the solutions taken during the project progress 
include: 
8.3. 1 Lack of knowledge on ANN 
ANN could be considered as a complex and hard topic. It involves 
a lot of terms and mathematics calculation. Even some biological 
approaches have to be learned. A lot of time taken to choose the right 
ANN type and the development of the ANN module. The references on 
the topic is also very limited as it is considered a new field. 
Solution 
The nly wa to I e the lack f knowledge problem is to do a lot 
f re earche and reading . ook and websites had been read and 
br w ed to make a tear definiti n on the ANN. As the enrichment 
' 
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8.3.2 Inexperience in the programming language used 
Persons who have the hands-on experience with MATLAB will 
consider it as an easy programming language. Differently as a beginner, it 
seems to be a very hard task. The programming time taken also increased, 
as there is problems occurred due to the lack of knowledge in the 
programming language. 
Solution 
The most effective way to solve this problem is to begin the study of the 
programming language from the very basic part. At this stage a beginner's 
handbooks for programming language are very helpful. The 
documentations and other related program source code also could help to 
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8.4 Further Research 
Belows are suggestions on the enhancement of this system that 
could be done in future. 
1. Enlarge the system by increasing the numbers of cities. By widen 
the scope of the system; we could also learn the behavior of the 
ANN. 
2. Increase other consideration to put into account such the time 
constraints, budget and the number of persons to go for the travel. 
The constraints and consideration should come from the user's 
input. 
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8.5 Summary 
The thesis has proved to be a very umque expenence and will 
probably on of the most challenging course throughout the degree 
program. It Jet students feel the whole development process as well as dea] 
with many of the management issues. It presents it self as a test to practice 
all of the theoretical ski11s that have been taught in the other courses. 
The students fill many shoes of many people during the whole 
development process from writing requirements, designing, coding and 
testing. This will greatly help the student in preparing them to the real 
world scenarios once in the working arena. 
Throughout the development, many problems have ansen that 
requires solving. Many of these problems may be the first time 
encountering such problems and provides excellent exposure. Others 
happened to be problems dealing lack of experience and knowledge. 
Taken as a whole this course has succeeded in providing a useful 
training ground fi r undergraduates to test the mettle with problems that 























When you started Travel Route Advisor with Artificial Neural 
Network (TRAANN), you will find a display box. It display 
Please seled departure and destination city then click Enter. 
rt means you are ready to start your TRAANN session. 
Help flcit 
parture 




textbo list box 
Travel Route Adv/$Of with 
Artificial Neural Network 
I 
Departure Destination 
jKuontan .--,__ _ _., Penang 
Suggested Route 
P1ease select departure o.nd destination city then dick Enter. 
aear Enter 
ntcr 











1. Click the arrow on departure list box and the box expands. It 
displays the available departure cities. Click a city to choose for 
the origin city. 
2. Then click the arrow on destination list box and the box expands. It 
displays the available departure cities. Click a city to choose for 
the destination city. 
3 Then click Enter button to view the route suggested by TRAANN 
for the selected origin city and destination. 
Departure city and destination city cannot be the same. If this 
happen, TRAANN displays 
Error. Departure and destination should be differ. 
4. "I o sele t for an ther route, click lear button to erase any text on 











5. To finish the TRAANN session, click Exit menu on the top of the 
TRAANN windows. 
Notes: 
• 'Using TRAANN' menu in 'Help' menu display the help on using 
Travel Route Advisor with Artificial Neural Network. 
• 'About' menu in 'Help' menu display the version, date and 





















ann.m coding-ANN Module 
function result = ann (p) 
% create a two-neuron layer with two input elements 
net= newc([O I; 0 1),2) 
% initialize the weights to the center of the input ranges 
wts = net.IW { 1 , 1 } 
% train the network for 300 epochs 
net.trainParam.epochs = 300 
net= train(net,p) 
% the training function for competitive networks 
net.trainFcn 
% supply the original vectors as input to the network, 
% simulate the network, and convert its output vectors 
% to class indices. 
a= sim(net,p) 
ac = vec2ind(a) 
% return the value for solution 











db. m coding - Database Module 
% resetting the result values 
R = [O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O] 
save result .R 
% travelling information 
% p =[distance, fare (air, road, sea); 0, time consumed (air, road, sea)] 
% & send to ANN for learning 
% penang <-> k terengganu 
p=(826-145.4-1;0-'l ll.8-1] 
R(J) = ann(p) 
% penang <-> kuantan 
p = [609 269 33.5 -1; 0 0.75 6.8 -1] 
R(2) = ann(p) 
% penang <-> k lurnpur 
p = [382 158 22. 7 590; 0 0. 75 4.2 8] 
R(3) = ann(p) 
% penang <-> j bahru 
p = (747 270 411070; 0 18.316] 
R(4) = ann(p) 
% k terengganu <-> kuantan 
p=[219-112-I·0-12.5-l] 
R(5) = ann(p) 
% k terengganu <-> k 1 umpur 
p = [491 158 25 -1; 0 45 7 -J] 
R 6) = arm p 
% k terengganu <-> j bahru 
P r 40 .. 2 2 .1-1· . 1. -1J 
R(7) ann(p) 
% uuntnn - k lumpur 
p I 7411214.2-t~O -II 











% kuantan <-> j bahru 
p = [320-1 17.6 -I· 0-J 3.6 -1] 
R(9) = ann(p) 
% k lumpur <-> j bahru 
p = (365 141 20.2 590; 0 45 4 36] 
R(lO) = ann(p) 
% send result matrix to result.m 
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Full Coding Track of ANN learning module 
p= 
826.0000 -1.0000 45.4000 -1.0000 
0 -1.0000 11.8000 -1.0000 
net= 









numOutputs: 1 (read-only) 
numTargets: 0 (read-only) 
numJnputDelays: 0 (read-only) 
numLayerDelays: 0 (read-only) 
subobject structures: 
inputs: {Ix! cell} of inputs 
layers: { lxl cell} oflayers 
outputs: { 1x1 cell} containing I output 
targets: {1 x I cell} containing no targets 
biases: { Ix I cell} containing l bias 
inputWeights: {!xi cell} containing I input weight 
layerWeights: { Jxl cell} containing no layer weights 
functions: 
adapt ·en: 'train ' 
initFcn: 'initlay' 
p rformFcn: (non ) 
truiul, ·11· 'trninr' 
purnm ·ll~r s: 
o I plP r rn .. p , . • 
init P tr 1111 11011 











trainParam: .epochs, .goal, .show, .time 
weight and bias values: 
lW: {lxl cell} containing 1 input weight matrix 
L W: { Ix I cell} containing no layer weight matrices 
b: { 1 x I cell} containing l bias vector 
other: 









biasConnect: [ 1] 




numOutputs: I (read-only) 
nurn'I'argets: 0 (read-only) 
numlnputDeJays: 0 (read-only) 
numLayerDelay : 0 (r ad-only) 
subobject structure : 
input : {I I ell} f inputs 
layers: { I I cell} of layer 
utput .. { J. I ·111 ntaining I utput 
tar t : { I I cell} ont ining no t rg ts 
bia • · { L I ell I c nt ining I bia 
inp11lWciah1 ( I I ell I ontaining I input weight 




















trainParam: .epochs, .goal, .show, .time 
weight and bias values: 
IW: { lxJ cell} containing 1 input weight matrix 
LW: { 1 xl cell} containing no layer weight matrices 
b: {lxl cell} containing 1 bias vector 
other: 
userdata: (user stuff) 
TRAINR, Epoch 0/300 
TRAJNR, Epoch 25/300 
TRAINR, Epoch 50/300 
TRAJNR, Epoch 75/300 
TRA1NR, Epoch I 00/300 
TRAJNR, Epoch 125/300 
TRAJNR, Epoch 150/300 
TRAINR, Epoch 175/300 
TRAlNR, Epoch 200/300 
TRAJNR, Epoch 225/300 
TRAINR, Epoch 250/300 
TRAINR, Epoch 275/300 
TRAINR, Epoch 300/300 
TRAINR, Maximum epoch reached. 
net- 
N ural Network obj cl" 












numOutputs: 1 (read-only) 
numTargets: 0 (read-only) 
numlnputDelays: 0 (read-only) 
numLayerDelays: 0 (read-only) 
subobject structures: 
inputs: { Ix I cell} of inputs 
layers: { Ix I cell} of layers 
outputs: { 1 x I cell} containing 1 output 
targets: { lxl cell} containing no targets 
biases: {1x1 cell} containing I bias 
inputWeights: {Ix I cell} containing I input weight 










trainParam: .epochs, .goal, .show, .time 
weight and bias values: 
IW: {lxl cell} containing l input weight matrix 
L W: { Ix I cell} containing no layer weight matrices 
b: { Jxl cell} containing I bias vector 
other: 






















5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
p= 
609. 0000 269. 0000 3 3. 5000 -1. 0000 
0 0. 7500 6.8000 -1.0000 
net= 







output onnect: (I] 
target onnect: [OJ 
. uh 
input, 11 I II} ofinput 
, {I I "II} f'lu 1. 











targets: { 1x1 cell} containing no targets 
biases: {1x1 cell} containing l bias 
input Weights: ( Ix 1 cell} containing I input weight 










trainParam: .epochs, .goal, .show, .time 
weight and bias values: 
TW: {lxl cell} containing 1 input weight matrix 
LW: {lxl cell} containing no layer weight matrice 
b: {l x l cell} containing 1 bias vector 
other: 

















numOutputs: 1 (read-only) 
numTargets: 0 (read-only) 
numlnputDelays: 0 (read-only) 
numLayerDelays: 0 (read-only) 
subobject structures: 
inputs: { l x l cell} of inputs 
layers: { 1x1 cell} of layers 
outputs: { Ix 1 cell} containing 1 output 
targets: {Ix I cell} containing no targets 
biases: { Ix 1 cell} containing 1 bias 
inputWeights: {lxl cell} containing 1 input weight 










trainParam: .epochs, .goal, .show, .time 
weight and bias values: 
IW: { lxl cell} containing I input weight matrix 
LW: {lxl cell} containing no layer weight matrices 
b: {lxl cell} containing I bias ector 
other: 











TRAINR, Epoch 275/300 
TRAJNR, Epoch 300/300 
TRAJNR, Maximum epoch reached. 
net= 









numOutputs: I (read-only) 
numTargets: 0 (read-only) 
numinputDelays: 0 (read-only) 
numLayerDelays: 0 (read-only) 
subobject structures: 
inputs: { lx I cell} of inputs 
layers: {Ix l cell} oflayers 
outputs: { lxl cell} containing I output 
targets: { lxl cell} containing no targets 
biases: { 1x1 cell} containing l bias 
inputWeights: {lxl cell} containing l input weight 
layerWeights: { lxl cell} containing no layer weights 
functions: 
adaptFcn: 'train ' 
initf en: 'initlay' 
perfonnfcn: (none) 
trninf n: 'trainr' 
pararnet r: 
ad ipt Po ram: pas· -. 
initPtt HTI (none) 
p '1 fb1111P11rum n 11 
11 1i11P11111n· . ·p h,, . al, how, tirn • 










IW: {lxl cell} containing 1 input weight matrix 
LW: {lxl cell} containing no layer weight matrices 
b: {1 x I cell} containing 1 bias vector 
other: 













5 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
p= 
82. 0 I 8 0 0 22.7000 0.0 00 
0 0.7500 4.2000 8.0000 
fl l 
N ural Netwm bj · 1 
If hit llll 

















numOutputs: I (read-only) 
num'I'argets: 0 (read-only) 
numlnputDelays: 0 (read-only) 
numLayerDelays: 0 (read-only) 
subobject structures: 
inputs: { Ix I cell} of inputs 
layers: {lxl cell} oflayers 
outputs: { 1 xl cell} containing l output 
targets: { Jxl cell} containing no targets 
biases: ( 1x1 cell} containing I bias 
inputWeights: {lxl cell} containing 1 input weight 





trainf cn: 'trainr' 
parameters: 
adaptParam: . passes 
initParam: (none) 
performParam: (none) 
trainParam: .epochs, .goal, .show, .time 
weight and bia value : 
IW: {Ix! cell} containing 1 input' eight rnatri 
LW: {I I cell} containing n la r weight matrice 
b: { Ix I cell J containing I bia vector 
lh ir: 
u ·rdottr (us ·r stuff) 
WI 

















biasConnect: [ 1] 




numOutputs: l (read-only) 
numTargets: 0 (read-only) 
numinputDelays: 0 (read-only) 
numLayerDelays: 0 (read-only) 
subobject structures: 
inputs: {lxl cell} of inputs 
layers: { 1x1 cell} oflayers 
outputs: { lxl cell} containing 1 output 
targets: { lxl cell} containing no targets 
biases: {l x 1 cell} containing 1 bias 
inputWeights: { lxl cell} containing 1 input weight 





trainf en: 'trainr' 
parameter : 
h w, time 
v ci 
)11!llining I input weight matrix 










b: {1 x I cell} containing 1 bias vector 
other: 
userdata: (user stuff) 
TRAJNR, Epoch 0/300 
TRAINR, Epoch 25/300 
TRAINR, Epoch 50/300 
TRAJNR, Epoch 75/300 
TRAJNR, Epoch I 00/300 
TRAINR, Epoch 125/300 
TRAINR, Epoch 150/300 
TRAJNR, Epoch 175/300 
TRAJNR, Epoch 200/300 
TRAINR, Epoch 225/300 
TRAINR, Epoch 250/300 
TRAINR, Epoch 275/300 
TRAJNR, Epoch 300/300 
TRAINR, Maximum epoch reached. 
net= 









numOutputs: I (read-only) 
numTargets: 0 (read-only) 
numlnputDela : 0 (read-only) 
numLa erDela : 0 (read-onl ) 

















adaptParam: . passes 
initParam: (none) 
performParam: (none) 
trainParam: .epochs, .goal, .show, .time 
weight and bias values: 
lW: {1 x I cell} containing 1 input weight matrix 
LW: { lxl cell} containing no layer weight matrices 
b: { Ix 1 cell} containing I bias vector 
other: 






















5 6 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
p= 
l.Oe+003 * 
0.7470 0.2700 0.0410 1.0700 
0 0.0010 0.0083 0.0160 
net= 









numOutputs: I (read-only) 
numTargets: 0 (read-only) 
numlnputDelays: 0 (read-only) 
numLayerDelays: 0 (read-only) 
subobject structures: 
inputs: { Ix I ceU} of inputs 
layers: { lxl cell} of layers 
outputs: { Jxl ceU} containing 1 output 
targets: { 1x1 cell} containing no targets 
biase : {I I cell} containing I bia 
inputWeight : { l x I cell} containing I input weight 
layerWeights: { I 'I ell} ontaining no la er weights 
funct i n : 














trainParam: .epochs, .goal, .show, .time 
weight and bias values: 
JW: { Ix I cell} containing l input weight matrix 
L W: { 1 x I cell} containing no layer weight matrices 
b: { Ix I cell} containing 1 bias vector 
other: 












outputConnect: ( l] 
targetConnect: [O] 
numOutputs: I (read-only) 
numTargets: 0 (read-only) 
numlnputDela : 0 (read- nly) 
numl.a rDela s: 0 (read-onl ) 




















trainParam: .epochs, .goal, .show, .time 
weight and bias values: 
IW: {lxl cell} containing I input weight matrix 
L W: { 1 x I cell} containing no layer weight matrices 
b: { 1x1 cell} containing I bias vector 
other: 
userdata: (user stuff) 
TRAINR, Epoch 0/300 
TRAINR, Epoch 25/300 
TRAINR, Epoch 50/300 
TRAINR, Epoch 75/300 
TRAINR, Epoch I 00/300 
TRAINR, Epoch 125/300 
TRAINR, Epoch 150/300 
TRAINR, Epoch 175/300 
TRAINR Epoch 200/300 
TRAINR, Epoch 225/300 
TRAINR, Epoch 250/300 
TRAlNR, poch 275/ 00 
TRAJNR, poch 00/300 
TRAlNR, Maximum ep ch reached. 
net 















numOutputs: I (read-only) 
numTargets: 0 (read-only) 
numlnputDelays: 0 (read-only) 
numLayerDelays: 0 (read-only) 
subobject structures: 
inputs: {lxl cell} ofinputs 
layers: {Ix l cell} oflayers 
outputs: {l x l cell} containing I output 
targets: { lxl cell} containing no targets 
biases: { 1x1 cell} containing I bias 
inputWeights: {Ixl cell} containing 1 input weight 










trainParam: .epochs, .goal .show .time 
weight and bias values: 
IW: {I I cell} containing I input weight matrix 
LW: {Ix l cell} containing no layer weight matrices 
b: {I I cell} containing l bia ector 
other: 























5 6 6 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
p= 
219.0000 -1.0000 12.0000 -1.0000 
0 -1. 0000 2. 5000 -1. 0000 
net= 





input onnect: [I] 
layerConnect: [O] 
output onnect: [ l] 
target onn ct: [O] 
sub< bj t • uu 1111 
input { I 











outputs: { 1x1 cell} containing 1 output 
targets: { Ix I cell} containing no targets 
biases: { lxl cell} containing 1 bias 
inputWeights: {l x I cell} containing I input weight 










trainParam: .epochs, .goal, .show, .time 
weight and bias values: 
JW: { 1x1 cell} containing 1 input weight matrix 
LW: { 1 x l cell} containing no layer weight matrices 
b: { lxl cell} containing I bias vector 
other: 





N ural N tw rk bj ct: 
archit crure: 
11u111l nputs: I 
numl.a ·rs· I 
bi I I lllll • I' ! l J 
input( 01111 • ·t · I I I 
lo ·r onn · ·1 I 1 
out p11t Conn • I I I I 











numOutputs: I (read-only) 
nurn'I'argets: 0 (read-only) 
numlnputDelays: 0 (read-only) 
numLayerDelays: 0 (read-only) 
subobject structures: 
inputs: {Ix! cell} of inputs 
layers: {lxl cell} oflayers 
outputs: { lxl cell} containing I output 
targets: { 1x1 cell} containing no targets 
biases: {Ix 1 cell} containing I bias 
inputWeights: { lxl cell} containing l input weight 










trainParam: .epochs, .goal, .show, .time 
weight and bias values: 
rw: { 1x1 cell} containing 1 input weight matri 
LW: { lxl cell} containing no layer weight matrices 
b: { lxl cell} containing l bias vector 
other: 











TRAINR, Epoch 250/300 
TRAIN!l, Epoch 275/300 
TRAJNR, Epoch 300/300 
TRAINR, Maximum epoch reached. 
net= 





inputConnect: [ 1 J 
layer onnect: [O] 
outputConnect: [ 1] 
targetConnect: (O] 
numOutputs: 1 (read-only) 
numTargets: 0 (read-only) 
numlnputDelays: 0 (read-only) 
numLayerDelays: 0 (read-only) 
subobject structures: 
inputs: { Ixl cell} of inputs 
layers: { lxl cell} oflayers 
outputs: {lxl cell} containing l output 
targets: {Ix I cell} containing no targets 
biases: {Ix 1 cell} containing 1 bias 
inputWeights: { lxl cell} containing 1 input weight 
layerWeights: { lxl cell} containing no la er weights 
functions: 
adaptf en: 'trains' 
initFcn: 'initla ' 
p srforruf'cn: n n •) 
trainfcn: 'trainr' 
p rain tcrs, 
11, , how, tim · 











JW: { lx l cell} containing 1 input weight matrix 
LW: { lxl cell} containing no layer weight matrices 
b: { lxl cell} containing 1 bias vector 
other: 













5 6 6 6 5 0 0 0 0 0 
p- 
491 I 8 25 -1 
0 45 7 -1 
n 'I 
N 'Ill 11 N ·t wor bj l 















outputConnect: [ l] 
targetf'onnect: [O] 
numOutputs: .I (read-only) 
numTargets: 0 (read-only) 
numJnputDelays: 0 (read-only) 
numLayerDelays: 0 (read-only) 
subobject structures: 
inputs: {1 xl cell} of inputs 
layers: ( Ix 1 cell} of layers 
outputs: {1x1 cell} containing I output 
targets: {Ix I cell} containing no targets 
biases: { 1x1 cell} containing I bias 
inputWeights: {I x l cell} containing 1 input weight 










trainParam: .epochs, .goal, .show, .time 
weight and bia values: 
IW: {I l c 'II} containing 1 input weight matri 
LW: {Ix! cell containing no lay r w ight matrices 























outputConnect: [ 1] 
targetConnect: [O] 
numOutputs: I (read-only) 
numTargets: 0 (read-only) 
numinputDelays: 0 (read-only) 
nurnLayerDelays: 0 (read-only) 
subobject structures: 
inputs: { 1 x I cell} of inputs 
layers: { Ix I cell} of layers 
outputs: {I xl cell} containing I output 
targets: {Ix! cell} containing no targets 
biases: {l x I cell} containing l bias 
inputWeights: { lxl cell} containing I input weight 
layerWeights: { lxl cell} containing no layer weights 
functions: 





w, tim • 
weight and hi 1 









LW: {lxl cell} containing no layer weight matrices 
b: { 1x1 cell} containing 1 bias vector 
other: 
userdata: (user stuff) 
TRAJNR, Epoch 0/300 
TRAINR, Epoch 25/300 
TRAJNR, Epoch 50/300 
TRAJNR, Epoch 75/300 
TRAINR, Epoch 100/300 
TRAINR, Epoch 125/300 
TRAINR, Epoch 150/300 
TRAINR, Epoch 175/300 
TRAJNR, Epoch 200/300 
TRAINR, Epoch 225/300 
TRAJNR, Epoch 250/300 
TRAINR, Epoch 275/300 
TRAINR, Epoch 300/300 
TRAINR, Maximum epoch reached. 
net= 





inputConnect: [ 1] 
layerConnect: [OJ 
outputConnect: [ l J 
targetConnect: [O] 
numOutputs: I (read-only) 
num'I'arget : 0 (read-only) 
numlnputlzelays: 0 read-onl ) 
num ayerD lay : 0 read-only 




















trainParam: .epochs, .goal, .show, .time 
weight and bias values: 
IW: {lxl cell} containing 1 input weight matrix 
LW: { lxl cell} containing no layer weight matrices 
b: {lxl cell} containing 1 bias vector 
other: 























5 6 6 6 5 7 0 0 0 0 
p= 
540.0000 226.0000 29.7000 -1.0000 
0 0.8000 7.8000 -1.0000 
net= 









numOutputs: 1 (read-only) 
numTargets: 0 (read-only) 
numlnputDelays: 0 (read-only) 
numLayerDelays: 0 (read-only) 
subobject structures: 
inputs: { 1x1 cell} of inputs 
layers: { l x I cell} of layers 
outputs: {lxl cell} containing I output 
targets: {Ix l cell} containing no targets 
biases: {Ix 1 cell} containing I bias 
inputWeights: {I 1 cell} containing 1 input weight 
layerWeights: { lxl cell} containing no la er weights 
function : 
ud11ptF n: 't rain ·' 
initl1 n: 'initl 1 ' 
p ·rformF n 11 n •) 
11111111, ·11· 'tmiru' 
1> nm I ·1. 













trainParam: .epochs, .goal, .show, .time 
weight and bias values: 
lW: { lxl cell} containing l input weight matrix 
L W: {Ix I cell} containing no layer weight matrices 
b: {lxl cell} containing l bias vector 
other: 









biasConnect: [ 1] 
inputConnect: [ l] 
layerConnect: [OJ 
outputConnect: [I J 
targetConnect: [OJ 
numOutputs: 1 (read-only) 
numTargets: 0 (read-only) 
numlnputDelays: 0 (read-only) 
numLayerDelay : 0 read- nl ) 



















trainParam: .epochs, .goal, .show, .time 
weight and bias values: 
IW: { 1 xi cell} containing l input weight matrix 
LW: { lxl cell} containing no layer weight matrices 
b: { 1x1 cell} containing I bias vector 
other: 
userdata: (user stuff) 
TRAINR, Epoch 0/300 
TRAINR, Epoch 25/300 
TRAINR, Epoch 50/300 
TRAINR, Epoch 75/300 
TRAlNR, Epoch 100/300 
TRAINR, Epoch 125/300 
TRAINR, Epoch 150/300 
TRAINR, Epoch 175/300 
TRAINR, Epoch 200/300 
TRAINR, Epoch 225/300 
TRA.INR, Epoch 250/300 
TRAINR, Epoch 275/300 
TRAINR, Epoch 300/300 
TRAlNR, Maximum epoch reached. 
net 
N ·urul N tw rk bject. 
ar hit .ctur ·· 
numlnpu: . I 
11umL11 er I 
bi 1 onne t. I I I 














numOutputs: 1 (read-only) 
numTargets: 0 (read-only) 
numlnputDelays: 0 (read-only) 
numLayerDelays: 0 (read-only) 
subobject structures: 
inputs: { 1 x l cell} of inputs 
layers: { Ix 1 cell} of layers 
outputs: { Ix 1 cell} containing 1 output 
targets: { J x I cell} containing no targets 
biases: { lxl cell} containing I bia 
inputWeights: {lxl cell} containing 1 input weight 










trainPararn: .epochs, .goal, .show, .time 
weight and bias values: 
lW: {lxl cell} containing I input weight matri 
L W: { J x I cell} containing no la er weight ma trice 
























5 6 6 6 5 7 6 0 0 0 
p= 
274.0000 112.0000 14.2000 -1.0000 
0 40. 0000 3. 0000 -1. 0000 
net= 





input onnect: [I] 
laye onnect: [01 
output onnect: (I J 
target onnect: [OJ 
ul obj "I uu IUf .. 











layers: { 1 x l cell} of layers 
outputs: { 1x1 cell} containing I output 
targets: { 1x1 cell} containing no targets 
biases: { lx I cell} containing I bias 
inputWeights: { lxl cell} containing 1 input weight 
layerWeights: { 1 x I cell} containing no layer weights 
functions: 








trainParam: .epochs, .goal, .show, .time 
weight and bias values: 
IW: {lxl cell} containing 1 input weight matrix 
LW: {lxl cell} containing no layer weight matrices 
b: { 1x1 cell} containing 1 bias vector 
other: 





N ural Network object: 











numOutputs: I (read-only) 
numTargets: 0 (read-only) 
numlnputDelays: 0 (read-only) 
numLayerDelays: 0 (read-only) 
subobject structures: 
inputs: { lxl cell} of inputs 
layers: { l x I cell} oflayers 
outputs: { 1x1 cell} containing 1 output 
targets: {Ixl cell} containing no targets 
biases: {Ix 1 cell} containing I bias 
input Weights: { 1 x I cell} containing I input weight 







adaptPararn: . passes 
initParam: (none) 
performParam: (none) 
trainParam: .epochs, .goal, .show, .time 
weight and bias values: 
IW: { lxl cell} containing l input weight matrix 
LW: { lxl cell} containing no layer v eight matrices 
b: { 1x1 cell} containing 1 bias vector 
other: 













TRAINR, Epoch 225/300 
TRAINR, Epoch 250/300 
TRAINR, Epoch 275/300 
TRAINR, Epoch 300/300 
TRAINR, Maximum epoch reached. 
net= 




biasConnect: [ 1] 
inputConnect: [ 1] 
JayerConnect: [O] 
outputConnect: [ 1] 
targetConnect: [O] 
numOutputs: l (read-only) 
numTargets: 0 (read-only) 
numlnputDelays: 0 (read-only) 
numLayerDelays: 0 (read-only) 
subobject structures: 
inputs: {lxl cell} of inputs 
layers: { lxl cell} oflayers 
outputs: {lxl cell} containing l output 
targets: { lxl cell} containing no targets 
biases: { Ix l cell} containing I bias 
inputWeights: { lxl cell} containing I input weight 
layerWeights: {Ix l cell} containing no layer weights 
functions: 
adaptFcn: 'trains' 
ini1Fc11: 'initl ' 
performl·cn: (none 
1 rain en: 'trainr' 
param •t I : 











weight and bias values: 
IW: {lxl cell) containing l input weight matrix 
L W: { 1 x I cell} containing no layer weight matrices 
b: {lxl cell} containing 1 bias vector 
other: 













5 6 6 6 5 7 6 6 0 0 
p 
20.000 -J. 0 0 17 -1.0 
-1. 00 



















numOutputs: 1 (read-only) 
numTargets: 0 (read-onJy) 
numJnputDelays: 0 (read-only) 
numLayerDelays: 0 (read-only) 
subobject structures: 
inputs: { Ix 1 cell} of inputs 
layers: { 1 x I cell} of layers 
outputs: {1x1 cell} containing I output 
targets: {l x 1 cell} containing no targets 
biases: { 1x1 cell} containing 1 bias 
inputWeights: {lxl cell} containing 1 input weight 










trainParam: .epochs, .goal, . how, .time 
weight and bia valu : 
JW: {Ix I cell} containing I input weight matri 
LW: {I I II} nt mmg n la er eight matrice 
· {I I ·II} cont iinin I i v tor 
thcr: 






















output Connect: [ 1] 
targetConnect: [OJ 
numOutputs: 1 (read-only) 
numTargets: 0 (read-only) 
numlnputDelays: 0 (read-only) 
numLayerDelays: 0 (read-only) 
subobject structures: 
inputs: {Ix 1 cell} of inputs 
layers: { l x 1 cell} of layers 
outputs: {l x 1 cell} containing 1 output 
targets: { Ix 1 cell} containing no targets 
biases: { 1 x I cell} containing I bias 
inputWeights: {Ix! cell} containing 1 input weight 




perfonnFcn: (n ne 
trainl'cn: 'trainr' 
pararn t r : 
I, how, time 











lW: (lxl cell} containing l input weight matrix 
LW: {lxl cell} containing no layer weight matrices 
b: { 1 x I cell} containing 1 bias vector 
other: 
userdata: (user stuff) 
TRAINR, Epoch 0/300 
TRAJNR, Epoch 25/300 
TRAlNR, Epoch 50/300 
TRAINR, Epoch 75/300 
TRAINR, Epoch l 00/300 
TRAINR, Epoch 125/300 
TRAJNR, Epoch I 50/300 
TRAINR, Epoch 175/300 
TRAINR, Epoch 200/300 
TRAINR, Epoch 225/300 
TRAJNR, Epoch 250/300 
TRAINR, Epoch 275/300 
TRAINR, Epoch 300/300 
TRAINR, Maximum epoch reached. 
net= 




biasConnect: [ l] 
inputConnect: [ 1] 
layerConnect: [OJ 
outputConnect: [ 1) 
targetConnect: (O] 
num utput : I read- nl ) 
num'I'arg •t : 0 (read-only) 
numJnputDelay : 0 (read- nl 
num ayer elay : (read- nly 
'ub bj l tru tur : 
i11p11 · { I l •II I ofinputs 
I 1 1 {I I "II} of la • 
0111 pul · { I I · ·II} ont inin 
t 11 g t. : { I I II} ont inin n t rg t 











inputWeights: { lxl cell} containing 1 input weight 
layerWeights: {Ix! cell} containing no layer weights 
functions: 
adaptFcn: 'trains' 







trainParam: .epochs, .goal, .show, .time 
weight and bias values: 
IW: { Ix 1 cell} containing I input weight matrix 
LW: { lxl cell} containing no layer weight matrices 
b: {Ix 1 cell} containing I bias vector 
other: 























5 6 6 6 5 7 6 6 7 0 
p= 
365.0000 141.0000 20.2000 590.0000 
0 45.0000 4.0000 36.0000 
net= 







outputConnect: [ 1] 
targetConnect: [OJ 
numOutputs: I (read-only) 
numTargets: 0 (read-only) 
nurnlnputDelays: 0 (read-only) 
numLayerDelays: 0 (read-only) 
subobject structures: 
inputs: { lxl cell} of inputs 
layers: { lxl cell} oflayers 
outputs: {lxl celJ} containing I output 
targets: { 1 I cell} containing no target 
biases: {Ix I cell} containing l bias 
inputWeight ': {I I cell) c ruaining I input weight 
laycrWcight : {I I ·II} ntaining no lay r \! eight 















trainParam: .epochs, .goal, .show, .time 
weight and bias values: 
rw: {lxl cell} containing 1 input weight matrix 
L W: { 1x1 cell} containing no layer weight matrices 
b: { l x l cell} containing I bias vector 
other: 














numOutputs: 1 read-only) 
numTargets: 0 (read-only) 
numlnputDela : 0 (read-onl 
num 1yerDela s: r id- nl ) 



















trainParam: .epochs, .goal, .show, .time 
weight and bias values: 
IW: {lxl cell} containing 1 input weight matrix 
LW: { lxl cell} containing no layer weight matrices 
b: { lxl cell} containing 1 bias vector 
other: 
userdata: (user stuff) 
TRAINR, Epoch 0/300 
TRAINR, Epoch 25/300 
TRAINR, Epoch 50/300 
TRAINR, Epoch 75/300 
TRAINR, Epoch I 00/300 
TRAINR, Epoch 125/300 
TRAINR, Epoch 150/300 
TRAJNR, Epoch 175/300 
TRAINR, Epoch 200/300 
TRAINR., Epoch 225/300 
TRAINR, Epoch 250/300 
TRAINR, Epoch 275/ 00 
TRAINR, Epoch 300/300 
TRAINR, Maximum ep ch reach d. 
net 
N 'UI I N uw r bj I. 













inputConnect: [ 1] 
layerConnect: [O] 
outputConnect: [ 1] 
targetConnect: [O) 
numOutputs: 1 (read-only) 
numTargets: 0 (read-only) 
numlnputDelays: 0 (read-only) 
numLayerDelays: 0 (read-only) 
subobject structures: 
inputs: {lxl cell} of inputs 
layers: { 1x1 cell} of layers 
outputs: {Ix I cell} containing I output 
targets: { 1 x I cell} containing no targets 
biases: {lxl cell} containing 1 bias 
inputWeights: {lxl cell} containing I input weight 










trainParam: .epochs, .goal, .show, .time 
weight and bias values: 
IW: { lx I cell} containing I input weight rnatri 
LW: { lxl cell} containing no layer weight matrices 
b: { l I cell} containing l bia ector 
ther: 
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